Distance Sound Healing
With Marli Goodnight
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HOW IT WORKS
Sound Healing Energy nds you no matter where you are on the planet. It is a proven way to heal your
present, past, or future. Healing yourself without the boundaries of time, space, or human limitations
has been a part of our human existence from the beginning of time. Because the magnetic energy
(bio eld) is part of our universe, there is no way to interfere with the positive healing effects of
Distance Sound Healing.

YOUR LIFE PURPOSE
Every individual has unique gifts and a life mission that is ours alone to ful ll. These gifts are
something that only YOU can bring to the world. You have a single and vital piece of the puzzle to add
to the picture of life on earth. So, you can see why it is essential that you (and all of us) live your life to
the fullest and follow the path of your purpose!

SOUND HEALING AND YOUR ENERGY
Every person vibrates at a speci c rate of frequency. This vibratory frequency helps us reach our full
potential and supports optimal our well-being. When you harmonize to this rate of vibration, you
bring harmony into your life. In this harmonious state you manifest peace, energy, prosperity,
abundance, and vital health on every level. You clear away the distortion of life making more room for
who you are beyond blocks, programming, limits, insecurities, confusion, etc.

CONNECTING TO THE SOURCE
Distance Sound Healing Sessions connects you to your in nite source energy. This source energy is
the part of you that knows all, sees all and understands why things happen the way they do. Your
source energy knows what you need to ful ll your heart's desires, even if your daily conscious mind
does not. Sound Healing Sessions offer you're the opportunity to tap into the love, power, and
wisdom that is your "all-knowing state."
These sessions can inspire and guide you to make the right decisions, manifest what you need, and
create better outcomes in life than you ever thought possible. As a result, you are more in sync with
your ability to manifest joy and reach your full potential.
In your Distance Sound Healing Session, we co-create your dreams, integrating your soul's
consciousness to release trauma and old negative thought patterns. As a result, participants typically
experience a sense of peace and wholeness.
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DISTANCE SOUND HEALING
SCIENCE AND DISTANCE HEALING
Science and Distance Healing are not in con ict, in fact, they work together. It is a proven fact that
everything is energy. Along with that, scientists are showing the existence and effectiveness of
distance healing.
Many prominent Scientists like Dr. Elizabeth Targ, the Mind/Body Medical Institute in Chestnut Hill,
MA, Duke University Medical Center in North Carolina and the California Paci c Medical Center in
San Francisco are all discovering remarkable results in their respective studies. Every culture employs
some form of Distance Healing or Sound Healing. Most people are familiar with the terms "prayer,"
"chanting." or "meditation." These practices may be considered forms of Distance Healing.

YOUR POWER AND WISDOM
Healing via Distance Healing Sound Healing can encompass a vast number of healing modalities that
have their roots in ancient wisdom and modern medical advances. The gem bowls I share with you in a
session harmonize and integrate your being on a soul level and cellular level. These particular crystal
bowls have only been around for the last ve years. Their beautiful sound is a result of the combining
of the frequency of healing sound with crystal medicine. The crystal bowls promote healing within and
without your body by affecting your auric field on multiple levels.

There is no limit to the healing energy you have access to during your Distance
Sound Healing Sessions. The power of the universe is available to you, and your
inherent source wisdom knows what you require.
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DISTANCE SOUND HEALING
WISDOM TEACHINGS
LIsted below are some examples of wisdom teachings that your inherent source wisdom may tap into during a
Sound Healing Session:

Kabbalah
Theta Healing
Sacral Cranial Alignments
Divine Blueprint Activation
Reiki
Shamanism
Quantum Energy
Holographic Reality
Source Healing
Crystal Energy
Gemstone Healing
Vibrational Medicine
Frequency Healing
Angelic Healing
Pranic Energy
Spiritual Healing
Music Therapy
Brainwave Entrainment
Qigong Energy Healing
Psychic Healing
Prayer
Meditation
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DISTANCE SOUND HEALING
GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR SESSION
Here is a point-by-point overview of a Distance Healing Sound Healing Session
1. In an initial call, we communicate about any issues, concerns or questions you may have. I offer an
Oracle Card reading of guided intentions to assist you in setting your intention for our session.
2. We set a time for the actual Energy Distance Healing Sound Transmission. We both focus on your
intentions before the start time of your session.
3. You set aside quiet time and get comfortable. You may also choose to go about your usual daily
routine. It is recommended, however, for the first few times you do a Distance Sound Healing Session
that you stop normal activities and focus on the sacred time set aside for your Sound Healing Session.
4. I record the Sound Healing Music with a voice over as you receive the Distance Healing
transmission. You will have a play-by-play account of what was happening during this portion of your
healing Session on the recording.
5. At the conclusion of your Session, I perform the journeying and connecting portion of your Session
in silence. While I work in silence, you have the opportunity to experience yourself in the "all-knowing
state."
6. I record for summary or reading of what happened during your Distance Healing Sound Healing
Session. If you're available, sometimes this is done while we talk on the phone.
7. You receive an MP3 recording of your Distance Sound Healing via email.
8. You contact me with questions or comments at any time.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Before Your Distance Sound Healing Session: Think about any speci c questions. In meditation or
quiet time, ask for help in setting your intention for the session. Or, ask for clarity on your purpose in
scheduling a Distance Sound Healing Session.
Here are just a fee examples of intentions people have for their Distance Sound Healing Session:
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DISTANCE SOUND HEALING
Finding a Partner
New Job or Advancing in Your Career
Correct Emotional or Mental Imbalances
Improving Relationships
Creative Projects
Gain Inspiration and Confidence
Remove Mental Block
Health Problems
Chronic or Temporary Illness
Remove Negative Energy
Selling Homes or Business
Problems with Land or Events
Improve Prosperity
Pet Issues
New item

IT'S OK
It's ok if you don't know or can't put into words the reason for your Distance Sound Healing Session.
It is common to "know you must do this."
It's ok if you're not aware of the transmission of Healing Energy. You might feel tingles or sensations.
You might fall asleep or become energetic. You might see colors or hear sounds. You might experience
an expanded state of awareness or active internal chatter. You may merely zone out and not be aware
of time.

YOUR EXPERIENCE
It is impossible to say what your personal experience might be. Everyone experiences Sound Healing
Energy in their way. Keep in mind that it for some people, it is natural not to feel anything at the time.
Be assured that the Sound Healing Energy is still doing its job, no matter what.

Be aware that you are entering into what I call the "time/space" continuum. You will be transcending
the limitations of time and distance during your Distance Sound Healing Session. The experience is
different for everyone. The sound from the crystal bowls becomes part of you. In this oneness, we cocreate a space that is speci c to your soul's blueprint. Sound Healing Energy is bringing forth energies
stuck in your past or projected into your future, back into your "NOW."
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DISTANCE SOUND HEALING
You may encounter past life energy or your angels, ancestors, people who have passed over, your
guides, or power animals, etc., during your Sound Healing Session. You may be aware of this, but if not,
I will tell you about it in the Summary. Your mind may follow a speci c path, if so, just go with the ow.
Remember, you don't need to worry about anything. Trust yourself, "like a falling apple which triggers
a knowing once it hits."

SCHEDULE A SOUND HEALING SESSION
Thank you for taking the time to learn more about Distance Sound Healing. Please contact me by
phone (United States - Mountain Standard Time or by email.

E// marli@marligoodnight.com
P// (808) 278-2721
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